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NOTES TO ELECTRONIC EDITION

The main change in this edition is the use of modern algebraic nota-
tion, using the letter ‘S’ to represent the knight. The notation used in 
the original is a mixture between algebraic and descriptive.

All problems have been computer tested – any inadvertencies have 
been documented in brackets in the solutions.  Some minor notation 
mixups have been silently corrected.

The obvious misprint of a white Queen instead of a white Rook on 
d2 in the Geyerstam three-mover has also been corrected, as well as 
the name of the creator of the Indian problem, which was given as Rev. 
C. Loveday.

One oddity was discovered during testing. The Chocholouš four-
mover lacks a solution: it turns out that it appears here in a different 
form than that it was originally given. The reason for the change is not 
known. The original form is as follows:  

G. ChocholoušcuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDKD}
{hWDWDWHW}
{WDWDWDWD}
{DPDWiW0N}
{WDWDWDW)}
{DnDQDWDW}
{W4WDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four
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BEAUTY IN THE THREE-MOVER

By B. G. Laws

In considering the Chess Problem with a view to appreciating its qual-
ities, three essentials must be borne in mind: difficulty, idea and con-
struction. Each of these is complementary of the others. Difficulty is 
placed first mainly for the purpose of disposing of that subject before 
dealing with the other two. It can hardly be suggested that there is 
beauty in this quality considered alone; but the causes which create 
this feature may be beautiful, such as the latent chess truth being ob-
scured by skilful deployment of the men.

A Chess Problem by its proposition is designed to exercise one’s rea-
soning faculties, with compensation to be won by solution; just as the 
success of a fireside conundrum depends upon puzzling by some witti-
cism or double entendre. Difficulty, therefore, is chiefly the consequence 
of the profundity or subtlety of idea, and it is frequently induced by the 
dexterous manner in which the men are assembled in the construc-
tion of the problem.

Idea (revealed by the solution) and construction (the method of pre-
senting the idea) are the cardinal attributes of a chess problem and, 
though generally they are susceptible of being contemplated separately, 
they are often correlative, as a bright chess thought gains by being ap-
propriately presented, and a dull one can be made passing fair, or even 
attractive, by a happy choice of forces, skilfully employed.

When the two qualities—idea and construction—are examined and 
estimated, the beauty in a good problem becomes apparent. The nat-
ural impulse of the solver is to look primarily for something to gratify an 
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intelligent expectancy, and the idea or motive is relied upon to supply 
this. Beauty at the Court of Caissa is, however, so evasive and tricksy a 
grace, that perhaps one might sing a variation of the song sung in Por-
tia’s house at Belmont:

Tell me where is beauty bred? 
On the board or in the head? 
How begot, how nourished?

It is engender’d in the eyes, 
With gazing fed; and beauty dies 
In the cradle where it lies.

The Three-mover is an appropriate medium for the illustration of 
“potted” strategy in a popular form. Strategical plots are not many, and 
some of these are never seen in actual play. A position which displays 
some impressive line of action bears the character of being thematic 
in contra-distinction to one containing a blend of ideas. In such prob-
lems the themes appear to be super-imposed, more or less casting into 
shadow the “trimming” play or variations which the composer may be 
constrained by necessity to add.

It would take considerable time to discourse the various forms of 
strategy which figure so prominently in the compositions of past mas-
ters of the Art, and it may suffice if a running 
commentary is given on each problem as it 
appears on the “exhibition” board.1

The first example is submitted as an ex-
pression of a beautiful idea, known as the 

“Bristol” theme. It is the work of H. F. L. 
Meyer, who adapted Frank Healey’s prize 
three-mover (British Chess Association, at 
Bristol, 1861), by using the Bishop in place of 
a Rook for making the key move. In addition 
to the idea, there is excellent construction.

The White Bishop lingers superfluent on 
the field and has to make a graceful flight to 

1 Or “wall” board, arranged  to display positions in full view of an audience.

H. F. L. MeyercuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDRDWD}
{DkDWDWDW}
{b0WDWDWD}
{DpDPDWDW}
{WIWDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WGWDWDWD}
{DWDQDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Bh8
  Ka7 2. Qa1
  Kc7 2. Qc2†
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the remotest corner to enable the Queen to make use of her best power 
in the prescribed number of moves. 1. Ba3 fails inasmuch as after 2. Qa1, 
the Black Bishop is not pinned, being free to move, and 1. Bc1 obstructs 
the Queen from reaching a1. Any other square on the long diagonal 
hinders the  Queen mating at g7.

Alain C. White has described such a key as a “passive sacrifice”; but it 
seems to be more in the nature of suppression or repression of force.

One of England’s finest composers of half 
a century and more ago, was J. G. Campbell, 
whose works were characterised by admit-
ted originality.

In his time, however, refined construc-
tion as accepted to-day was unknown and 
consequently one must not be too critical in 
this regard. The three-mover now before us 
has a deep key-move, followed by a brilliant 
second move, with a surprise mate, and it is 
altogether a very beautiful conception. As 
the position stands, White has an answer 
to all Black’s moves except 1 ... Se4, and the 
manœuvre (prefaced by 1. Rc1)  requires 

penetrating powers to foresee the result.
Following somewhat the thematic style  of the last example, the next 

position, which is by Dr A. Kauders (a Ger-
man), contains a most piquant idea, it was 
published about 1879. The setting is unin-
viting, but the startling play condones this, 
as also the absence of an economical mate. 
The clearance key made by the White King 
to allow 2. Qe1 is not extraordinary; but the 
defence 1 ... d2, appears to completely coun-
ter this attack. This, however, is fallacious, 
since notwithstanding the sacrifice, promo-
tion and disturbing check, White is provided 
with a decisive rejoinder.

The sacrifice of the Queen to the Black 

J. G. CampbellcuuuuuuuuC
{WDWIWDWD}
{DWDBDWDN}
{nDW0N0WD}
{DW0kDpDW}
{WDpgWGpD}
{DWhWDW!W}
{WDPDWDWD}
{DWDW$WDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Rc1
  Se4 2. Qb3
  Bc5 2. Rd1†

Dr A. KauderscuuuuuuuuC
{bDW4WDWD}
{DPDWDWDp}
{PDW0PDpD}
{$BDk0WDW}
{W)WHW0W!}
{DWDpDPDW}
{WDWDWIWD}
{DWDRDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1.  Kg1
  d2/~ 2. Qe1
  e4 2. Q×f4
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King has been a device indulged in by composers of every rank. In most 
cases the artifice is clear; but ingenious treatment can disguise the com-
poser’s intention and render the full effect radiant as well as strike the 
solver with astonishment.

Ph. Klett (now some years deceased), one 
of Germany’s brilliant “stars,” was a chess 
scholar who advocated profundity and pu-
rity of mate, as shown in his remarkable four 
and five-movers. A cursory survey of the ac-
companying position gives little clue to a 
Queen sacrifice, which can only be brought 
about by an apparently eccentric yet beauti-
ful key. The rest of the play is subsidiary and 
uneventful. Passing from illustrations of the 
class of three-mover adorned with single but 
beautiful themes, we approach an order of 
composition where more than one idea is 
embodied in the setting. Starting with seemingly artless positions, we 
shall by gentle degrees touch upon more elaborate, but not confusing 
chef d’œuvres. In explaining these, we shall be able, in passing, to direct 
attention to the operative value of the key, the importance and character 
of the second moves, the nature of the mates 
and, where pertinent, to the effects contrib-
uted by cleverly contrived defences.

In subjecting the next batch of problems 
to even a superficial trial, we shall find that, 
as indicated before, idea and construction 
are interwoven. In some cases, excellent as 
are the ideas portrayed, they would lose 
much of their lustre without artistic treat-
ment and orderly arrangement of the forces 
employed. It is here where the experienced 
manipulator is enabled to embellish the fruit 
of his efforts and complete, with becoming 
constructional appointments, agreeable 
harmony in the ideas blended.

Ph. KlettcuuuuuuuuC
{WhWDWDWD}
{DWIWDpDW}
{pDWDW)WH}
{0WDk)WDW}
{PDpDbDQ0}
{GW)WDWDp}
{WDW)pDW)}
{DWDWHWDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1.  Bh8
  Ka7 2. Qa1
  Kc7 2. Qc2†

G. Chocholous & 
J. DobruskycuuuuuuuuC

{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WDWDQDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WDWDNDWD}
{DWDW)WDp}
{WDWDWDp4}
{DWDWIWiW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Kd2
  Kh1 2. Qc6
  Rh1 2. Qe5
  Kf1 2. Qf6†
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The paragon now before us is the joint work of the Bohemian com-
posers, G. Chocholous and J. Dobrusky. It was the result of the study of 
a prize problem composed by the former about 1880.

Here is an unsophisticated arrangement, not quite a miniature, but 
one might term it a “problemette.” It conceals genuine strategy to se-
cure ascendency over an obstinate defence. The key-move, part and 
parcel of the whole scheme, is super-excellent.

There are two ideas combined in this 
problem: (1) after 1 ... Kh1, when White pre-
pares an ambush, allowing his King to be 
checked by discovery on Pawn promoting, 
and (2) the waiting play (after 1 ... Rh1), to 
meet the self block—to say nothing of the 
third defence, 1 ... Kf1.

J. Dobrusky, who participated in the ren-
dering of the last piece of work, has com-
posed many exquisite problems (his four-
movers are almost unrivalled), is the author 
of our next exhibit.

It does not require much perception 
to appreciate the consummate skill dis-
played in the construction which brings out 
 cameo-like three clever continuations, with 
highly polished mates. The key, it must be 
observed, is fascinatingly deep.

To give a further glimpse at what can be 
accomplished in an apparently simple man-
ner, this problem by one of England’s best 
artists, Godfrey Heathcote (a composer who 
has ascended to the highest rung of the lad-
der of chess fame), has an irresistible spell. 
His works are specimens of the purest art.

Though there is no specific strain of 
 strategy, the beautiful key and fine continu-
ations are manifestly the work of a genius.

The four “model” mates are a criteria of 

J. DobruskycuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{DKDpDWDW}
{WDW0WDWD}
{DWDpDWDW}
{WDW)WHQD}
{DWDWiWDW}
{PDWDWDW$}
{DWDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Rh4
  Ke4 2. Qg3
  K×d4 2. S×d5†
  Kd2/Kf2 2. Qf6†

G. HeathcotecuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDW0WDW}
{WDWDPDKG}
{DpHWiWDW}
{W0WDWDWD}
{DQDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Sa2
  b×a2 2. Qc2
  Kd2 2. Kf3
  Kd4 2. Bf2†
  Ke2 2. Sb4
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skilful handling of the chessmen. Few, on glancing at this position, 
would realise that 1. Sa2 was of the slightest use.

The next position is one of vicissitude. It 
is an admitted adaptation of two unsound 
three-movers composed about the same 
time by S. Loyd and W. A. Shinkman in the 
’seventies. H. F. L. Meyer shortly afterwards 
remodelled, with acumen, the faulty works 
and produced a refined version ; but it was 
left to C. A. L. Bull (now of Durban) to give 
a standard representation conforming to 
present-day doctrines, and this he did in 
1915. It was published in the Natal Mer-
cury.

The key-move to this remarkable prob-
lem is one of the most singular among chess 
problem classics, followed by second moves 
of decided point and merit.

In the earlier versions there was no 
“model” mate; but here we have two “mod-
els” which transform an originally raw con-
ception into one that conforms to modern 
precepts. It is a pity this splendid problem 
is not better known.

F. af Geyerstam, of Sweden, enjoyed a 
reputation for the sharpness of his ideas 
and pleasing workmanship. The position 
now to be considered has a sacrificial key-
move which might well cause wonderment 
in anyone unacquainted with the craft; it is 
quite theatrical and looks futile in the face 
of the Queen’s exposure to annihilation by 
adverse capture. The “lay-out” is heavy; but 
the demonstration of two hidden sister lines, 
with three “model” mates, is ably devised.

A jewel in three-mover composition will be found in J. Fridlizius’ 

C. A. L. BullcuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDW0K}
{WDWDpDPD}
{DWDW)WDW}
{WDPDkGWD}
{DPDNDW0W}
{WDWDNDP0}
{DWDWDRDQ}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Rg1
  Kf5 2. Sf2
  K×d3 2. Ra1
  h×g1 2. Sc5

F. GeyerstamcuuuuuuuuC
{W1WDWDrD}
{DbDWDWDr}
{WDW$p!WD}
{0PDWHWDW}
{K)WHkGpD}
{DW0WDW)W}
{WDW$WDWD}
{gWhWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Qh8
  Rh×h8 2. Sd7
  Rg×h8/Qc7
 2. S×g4
  Rh6/Rh5 2. Q×KR
  Others 2. Q×R†
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prize-winner of 1898. Key, continuations and principal mates are all 
of the first order. The character of the play, as well as the mates (and 

there are as many “models” as variations, 
namely, four), are diversified, Pawn, Knight, 
Rook and Queen (by discovered check), 
in turn giving the coups de grace. The key 
abandoning an important protective Pawn, 
conceding a second flight at e4, and plac-
ing the Rook en prise, is little short of being 
superb.

Another object-lesson in multi-theme de-
signs is by J. Svejda, a Bohemian composer. 
There are five lines which are all good, three 
of the second moves being quiet. The King-
key making room for the Queen is highly 
meritorious, giving warning of an incursion 
by her majesty which, if allowed to be made, 
leads to a conclusion of little significance; 
but the defences thwarting the designed 
menace create opportunities for White to 
assert superiority by vivacious or ensnaring 
play, according to requirement.

The next three-mover picture is the work 
of the late Joseph Pospisil, the erstwhile pre-
eminent Bohemian composer of this class 
of problem. It is one well known to most 
students and holds a promient place among 
the masterpieces of construction.

The key cannot be considered to be diffi-
cult to find, but is theoretically good. It leads 
to astonishing variety of play, which is crisp 
and clear-cut. The Queen sacrifices, com-
bined with the long-shot Queen mate at a8 
was not quite a new device when this three-

mover was honoured by being awarded first prize in the Cesty Spolek 
Schochovin Tourney of 1886, but the graceful disposition of the men 

J. FridliziuscuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{gWDWDpIW}
{W0WGWDWD}
{hWDNDW0W}
{PDPiWDWD}
{DW$WDWDW}
{WDP0bDWD}
{DWDWDWDQ}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Rf3
  B×c4 2. c3†
  S×c4 2. Rd3†
  B×f3/f5 2. Qa1†
  Others 2. Qh4†

J. SvejdacuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDBD}
{DWDpDWDW}
{WgWGW$WD}
{DpDWDp)W}
{pDW0kDp)}
{DWDW0WDW}
{WhWDQDWD}
{DWDWDKDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Kg1
  Sd1 2. R×f5
  Sc4 2. Bd5†
  d3 2. Q×g4†
  Bd8 2. Q×b5
  Others   2. Qf1
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and the seven continuations evolved are 
masterly. There are twelve mating moves, 
six being “model” mates.

The world was amazed when the late A. 
F. Mackenzie, of Jamaica, resumed com-
posing after being afflicted with blindness 
early in 1896—not so much in that he was 
able to follow the pursuit of his taste, as that 
the quality of his work was superior to the 
first-rate problems he had contributed to 
the domain of chess whilst in possession 
of all his faculties.

The problem now on the board, by reason 
of being “fairily fashioned,” to use the com-
poser’s words, is delicate both in setting and 
working. It reveals three splendid, quiet, 
strategical second moves, with other inter-
esting lines.

It opens with a most commendable 
key-move, and the tout ensemble equals, if 

not surpasses, 
in quality the 
work of Mr. Mackenzie’s contemporary ri-
vals. There are technically seven “model” 
mates, but two of these are ipso facto repe-
titions, namely, in the variation after 1 ... g5 
and the threat 1 ... a6. This Black Pawn is 
curiously not actally needed; but it is intro-
duced for the purpose of bringing out a de-
lightful model mate, vide: 1. Sf5, a6; 2. Qh3, 
a×b5; 3. Se6 mate. It is true that this “model” 
can be worked in by 1 ... Bc6, etc., but then 
the “model” 2. Qh3, Pc6 vanishes in that 
variation, though it appears after other de-
fences. It is not clear what object the P at 
h7 serves.

J. PospisilcuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDNDWD}
{DWDp0WDK}
{WDpDWgW0}
{DpHkDWDW}
{WDWDRhP1}
{!WDWDWDW}
{bDWDW)PD}
{DWDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Sa4
  Bd4 2. Qc5†
  Qg3 2. Qd6†
  Be5 2. Sc7†
  Q×f2/Q×g4
 2. S×f6†
  K×e4 2. Qe3†
  c5 2. Sc3†
  S×g2 2. Qd3†
  Bb3 2. f3
  Others/b×a4/b4/Se6
  2. Sc7†/Sb6†

A. F. MackenziecuuuuuuuuC
{bDWDWDKh}
{0WDWDWGp}
{WDWDPDpD}
{DPDkDWDW}
{pDpHNDW)}
{DWDWDB)W}
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDQ}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Sf5
  g5 2. Bg4
  a6/threat   2. Qh3
  c3 2. Qb1
  g×f5 2. Qd1†
  K×e6 2. Sc5†
  Sf7 2. K×f7
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At first sight it is peculiar that in one case, on the second move, White 
takes command of the diagonal, h3–c8 by the Queen and in another 
by the Bishop.

The comparatively recent prize problem—Dutch Chess Association, 
1918—by G. Heathcote, is offered for commendation.

As a study it is beau idéal and by some 
may be regarded as the Koh-i-noor of our 
favourite composer’s collection of three-
move gems. The impelling inclination is to 
make a key such as Qb3, Sa7—b5, or c6 or 
Be5, leaving out of reckoning the promo-
tion of the Pawn, in order to get into close 
grip; but these are futile and only the beau-
tiful 1. Qa2 heralds success. White has seven 
second moves controlled by Black’s play 
(four being quiet), resulting in six “model” 
mates.

As an illustration of subtle play, the next 
position is a pattern. It is a masterful piece 
of staging. There are but three lines of play, 
each being keen-pointed. Though White’s 
scope of initiating a successful attack is 
really limited, it is strange that such an un-
obtrusive key-move as 1. Qf8 is so penetrat-
ingly effective.

The last problem brings to mind a recent 
prize position, by Karel Traxler (Bohemian), 
which in a most ingenious manner dupli-
cates the clever ambuscading device shown 
in the threat, with other pleasing incidents. 
The key is certainly not ideal, but quite a 
happy one. The defences here—particularly 
1 ... Re8 and 1 ... g6, contribute much to this 
position’s virtue.

As an illuminating illustration of the al-
luring charm of a problem well appointed 

G. HeathcotecuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDKhWD}
{HWHPDQDW}
{WDWDWDpD}
{)WiWDWDW}
{WDWDWGWD}
{DWDWDpDp}
{WDWDWDb4}
{DWDWDWhW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Qa2
  Se2 2. Be5
  B~ 2. Be3†
  f2 2. Scb5
  g5 2. Sc6
  Kd4 2. Qc2
  Sf~ 2. Se6†
  Kb4 2. Bd2†

M. HavelcuuuuuuuuC
{rhWDWDWG}
{DbHpDQDp}
{pDW$WDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{pDWDkDWD}
{DWDpDnDW}
{W0W0WDWD}
{DrgKDNDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Qf8
  Sc6 2. Sd5
  Se5 2. Rd4†
  Other 2. Rf6
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with ideas worthy of being esteemed, but not 
sharpened by any special quality, the prize 
problem by J. Moller (Hampshire Telegraph 
and Post, 1920), should be welcomed.

In some problems which are admired, 
one of the principal attractions is the spe-
cies of the mates inflicted, and among the 
most picturesque, probably is the “pin-
model,” when it has been imported by le-
gitimate means into spirited work.

There are several minor subjects con-
nected with the æsthetic features of the 
three-mover which might usefully be closely 
scrutinised and discussed, but the limits of 
this paper do not permit of their admis-
sion. For instance, the respective claims 
of “block” and “threat” strategy, the com-
pensating balances of checking and quiet 
second moves, the compromising effects of 
short mates and venial duals, the compara-
tive merits of echo-mates (and play), and 
mates and play of antipodal or dissimilar 
character, and the value and importance 
of “tries,” are all matters relevant to beauty, 
but they rather rank as side-issues of the 
subject.

In sauntering through our gallery of tours 
de force, manifesting taste and skill of the 
loftiest order (as we have just done), it must 
not be forgotten that the problems shown 
are only selections from many world-famed 
models. There is a considerable number of 
others which are equal in quality, but com-
paratively few, if any, excel those chosen.

No allusion has been made to the legen-
dary or American school which prescribes 

K. TraxlercuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDW4WD}
{Dp!WDb0W}
{r0W)WDWD}
{0WDkDWHW}
{PDWDW0WD}
{DWGW0WDW}
{WDRDPDWD}
{DWDKDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. Ba1
  Re8/Bg8
 2. Rb2
  g6 2. Rc3
  f3 2. Rd2†
  Rf~ 2. Q×f7†
  Ra~ 2. Q×b6
  B~ 2. Qc4†

J. MollercuuuuuuuuC
{WDbDBDWD}
{DpDr0KDW}
{W0WDN0WD}
{4WDkDW0W}
{pDWHWDPD}
{)W0WDPDW}
{PDWDWDW!}
{DWDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in three

1. K5f5
  Kc4 2. Qe2†
  Kc6 2. S×e7†
  Rc5 2. Se3
  Rb5/b5
 2. Se3
  Ra8 etc.
 2. Qe2
  c2 2. Q×c2
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sharpness of motive, secured if possible by means conforming to the 
highest ideals of modern construction, but this is seldom practicable. 
The tincture of pleasantry or esprit is expected to be present whatever 
expedient may have to be resorted to, and success in dealing with such 
a thesis has a beauty peculiar to itself. Problems constructed under such 
conditions produce exciting situations, with weird operations to lead 
to a sensational climax; but exhilarating as are these quaint schemes, 
in the light of modern teachings relating to problem construction they 
appear exotic.

The ideal three-mover has yet to be composed; but it may be taken 
as axiomatic that more instruction and enjoyment can be secured by 
studying on the serene heights, problems which bear the seal of or-
thodoxy, than by meandering through a wilderness of mediocrity. It 
consequently behoves students of chess problems to embrace every 
opportunity of becoming acquainted, not by perfunctory attention, 
but by concentrated application and intelligent comparison—with the 
works of reputed good composers, in order that they may master the 
intricacies of solution and construction.

Thus will the emotion of delight be excited and a vista of promise be 
envisioned for renewed and more successful endeavours.
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THE FOUR-MOVER: 
ITS BEAUTIES ILLUSTRATED

By B. G. Laws

The Four-mover, with its richness of strategy and stately structure may 
well be designated the Grand Opera in the Art of Chess Problem Con-
struction. Inspiration, volume and strength combine to give it a status 
to which no other endeavour in the realm of problem composition can 
aspire. It is a happy medium between the attractive three-mover and 
the involved five-mover. A close relationship exists between the three-
mover and the four-mover, both in regard to Idea and Construction. 
The approved maxims which regulate the composition of the former 
apply equally to the latter. When the nature of Idea, as presented in the 
two classes is compared, a perceptible difference is found to exist. In 
the longer problem there is more scope for strategic operations and 
tactical fencing for position. Imagination is not so constrained, and 
skill in constructing is given greater latitude. Subtlety and brilliancy 
alike abound in the “Mate in four” for this very reason, but on the other 
hand Opportunity is timorous in permitting variety to be successfully 
harmonised. A full length line of play often repels fusion with another 
of similar calibre, and when accomplished, there is danger of marring 
unity and grace of construction. An idea which calls for four moves to 
effect the specified result must be conceded to be more profound than 
one requiring fewer moves; the intensity of its beauty, however, le-
gitimately increases Difficulty. Consequently (with construction con-
forming to artistic and scientific principles) the four-mover is entitled 
to the highest rank in the liberal Art of Problem Composition.
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In order to realise the value and importance of the subject under 
consideration it is fitting that comparison be made with the popular 
three-mover, which many composers and solvers regard as prime in 
the lyrics of chess. The superiority of the one over the other is chiefly 
evidenced in those schemes which necessitate four moves of White 
and three of Black, as there is more freedom for the display of anima-
tion, dramatic force and scientific manipulation. There is yet a further 
feature in that the Defence with its three moves is sometimes cleverly 
vested with means of crafty intent to resist the original attacks made 
chiefly in the first move, but sometimes emphasised in the second 
moves. This cannot be so effectively shown in the three-mover with 
but two defending moves. Similar defensive devices are often skilfully 
used to defeat measures not designed. Further, when White is obliged 
to alter an incipient policy, variety is enhanced and sometimes Diffi-
culty appears to be increased. It is probably this fact which deters the 
student (satisfied with the charms offered by the three-mover), from 
attempting to master more ponderous work. Difficulty, nevertheless, 
generally an uncontrolled incident, is subordinate to Beauty of Idea 
and Construction. A little ray of light thrown on the two last-mentioned 
elements, may remove prejudice, correct misunderstandings and at the 
same time encourage the practice of concentrated deliberation.

It is not essential that the student in his early conning, should steel 
his determination to solve four-movers; he would be well advised to 
play over the solutions in somewhat the same manner as players in 
their homesteads do with published games. In this way beauty will be 
brought out in clear relief, and an insight gained of the artists’ methods 
of handling the subject.

By reason of its larger range of moves the four-mover is susceptible 
of being moulded in various shapes and fashions, possessing in a few 
cases the constitution of the two-mover, in some that of the three-mover, 
and in others the sturdiness of its own complete strategem. In a perfect 
presentment, its themes, or at least its principal theme, should have the 
ring of true four-move strategy and not be hybrid with a two or three-
move idea inflated to the dimensions of four. Expediency, however, 
sometimes renders it politic, when two or three motives are mingled, 
to make them of even length by some artifice.
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The best four-movers of about the middle of the last century carried 
out single themes. The key, being an important part of the scheme was 
frequently the most surprising move of the solution, but some com-
posers in those days preferred to follow the advice of an early English 
composer, W. Bone : “Never put your best move first.” When more than 
one idea is embodied in a structure, constructive exigencies force the 
composer to select or accept a first move which may not be in close 
harmony with the after-play. It may be a “give and take,” a capture, an 
aggressive or suppressive key. The interest in such problems generally 
commences with Black’s first move, but by long continued practice it is 
found encumbent upon White to open fire and any departure from the 
well-established convention would be regarded as an obliquity, hence 
we always get “White to play,” etc. A key-move well suited to one of the 
principal fines of play may be incongruous to the others with the ever 
present possible bugbear of unsoundness, shattering the entire work. It 
is due to these factors one finds some of the finest problems have key-
moves which are not of correlative bearing upon the rest of the contents, 
but these invariably sustain the initiatory shortcomings.

Many fine problems in four moves, the motive of which could be 
faithfully interpreted in three moves, have been composed and deserv-
edly admired. The now historic “Indian” for 
instance, contains a three-move device, yet 
by reason of its first appearance as a four-
mover, the impression clings that the ren-
dering in this number of moves was and is 
correct. The position is as follows, with a 
slight change, believed to have been made 
by the author himself in order to avoid al-
ternative moves of White.

It will be noticed that after the key and 
second moves (1. Bc1 ... 2. Rd2) the third 
move 3. b3 or b4, is an interpolation. The 
rectified strategy would be sufficiently pronounced had Black’s Knight’s 
Pawn been at b4, when 1. Bc1, b3; 2. Rd2; 3. Rd4‡ would be all that is 
necessary.

It should be understood that the sandwiched moves of the original 

Rev. H. A. LovedaycuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{DpDWDWDW}
{WDWDWDWG}
{DWDW0WDW}
{WDWDkDPD}
{DWDWDnDW}
{W)WDW)BD}
{IWDRDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four
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“Indian” are not deemed incorrect, but 
rather that they are not an actual necessity 
for a complete illustration of the idea.

1. Bc1
1. ... b6   2. Rd2, b5   3. b4
1. ... b5   2. Rd2, b4   3. b3

Another instance where a particularly 
fine idea of three-move brand loses some of 
its virtue by being prolonged to four moves, 
is the next problem by Ph. Klett. In running 
over the solution it will be seen that the essence of the work commences 
with White’s beautiful second move. The key-move is but a tame intro-
duction to a well thought out and clever idea, since it threatens a com-
mon-place short mate on the third move, and the other defence which 
defers the mate to the fourth move is lacking in interest.

1. Be7
1. ... Ke5   2. Bc6!, P×c6   3. Bd6†
[Note: Not 2. Bh1 or g2, Ra6; 3. Qf3, Sd2 and 
n0 mate.]
 2. ... Kd4   3. Qd3†
 2. ... Kf3 or Kf5   3. Qf3†
 2. ... Sf moves   3. Qe3†
 2. ... Sc5   3. Q×c5†
 2. ... others   3. Bd6†
1. ... Sd2 or Kg3   2. Qd3+, K moves   3. Qe3+

There are sparkling three-move ideas which cannot be carried out 
without checking moves, and as a checking key offends taste, compos-
ers have some justification in adding a quiet move as a preliminary, thus 
presenting the finished positions as full-blown four-movers.

The problem by F. Schrüfer is a case in point. It has a three-move idea   
cleverly extended to four moves. In order that the key move should not 
be a check the author has used the artifice of the quiet clearance key 
with the King. The White Pawn at a2 stops the King going to that square. 
The solution explains all that need be said.

Rev. H. A. LovedaycuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{DpDWDWDW}
{WDWDWDWG}
{DWDW0WDW}
{WDWDkDPD}
{DWDWDnDW}
{W)WDW)BD}
{IWDRDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four

Ph. KlettcuuuuuuuuC
{rDbDWDWD}
{DpDnDWDp}
{WDWDpDWI}
{0WDWDWGp}
{WDWiWDWD}
{!WDWDBDW}
{WDPDWDWD}
{DWDWDnDW}
vllllllllVMate in four
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1. Kc1
1. ... B×e7   2. Qb2†, Kd6   3. Bc5†
 2. ... K else   3. Qd4†
1. ... Bg7   2. Qc2, Bg6 or Bc6   3. S(×)g6†
 2. ... Kf6 or Kd6   3. Sc8(†)
 2. ... Kf4  3. Qf5†
 2. ... others  3. Qc3†
1. ... b5  2. Bc5, Bg6  3. S×g6†
 2. ... Kf4  3. Qd3
1. ... Kf6   2. Bd4†, K×e7   3. Qb4†
1. ... Sf6   2. d4†, Kd6   3. Sc8†
 2. ... Kf4   3. Qd3
1. ... others   2. Qb2+, Kd6   3. Sc8†
(Bh5 or Pg3)  2. ... Ke4 or Kf4   3. Qc3 or Qd4†

A marked example in which the defend-
ing moves figure more prominently than the 
attacking moves is seen in the next problem. 
White with three minor pieces must quickly 
re-arrange them. 1. d3 to support the Bishop 
when played to e4, looks straightforward 
and is not particularly interesting. Indeed it 
gives one pause to see why the mate cannot 
be given in three. This is the point. Black, 

however, by a clearance process, so often a device of White, is just in 
time, 1. d3, Rh8; 2. Be4, Qg8! White now makes a semi-waiting move Bb2 
and the Queen’s focal command of the c4 and g4 must be yielded—the 
Rook being imprisoned.

A pretty case where White fences for 
position will be seen in the attractive look-
ing 4-er by W. A. Shinkman. Any attempt 
to mate with a Rook will be found waste of 
time, so the Bishop naturally is relied upon 
to do his best. The key-move is 1. Rdd2 which 
clears the diagonal so that the Bishop may 
act in opposition to the Black Bishop and 
Rook. The latter piece is a temporary fix-
ture, and wherever the other moves White 

J. Kohtz & C. KockelkorncuuuuuuuuC
{qDrDWDWD}
{0W0WDWDp}
{PDpDW0W)}
{DW)WiPDW}
{WDWhWDpD}
{DpGWHWIW}
{WDW)WDBD}
{DWDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four

F. SchrüfercuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDbgW4}
{DWDWHWDn}
{W0WDBDWD}
{DWDPiW0W}
{WDWDWDp0}
{)WDWDWDW}
{PIW)WDWD}
{DQDWDWGW}
vllllllllVMate in four

W. A. ShinkmancuuuuuuuuC
{bDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WDW$WGWD}
{DpDWDW4W}
{W)WDRDP0}
{DWDWIWir}
vllllllllVMate in four
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plays his Bishop accordingly, as shown in 
the full solution.

1. Rdd2
1. ... Bb7/Bc6/Bd5/Be4
 2. Bb8/Bc7/Bd6/Be5 etc.
1. ... B×P   2. B×R, B moves   3. Rg2†

Many solvers are ill-contented unless a problem has either a move of 
apparent purposeless or exceptional daring. In the position by Klett just 
considered,  the surprise occurs on White’s second move, but usually in 
thematic play, the key-move is the one designed to cause a thrill.

In W. J. Wood’s problem, it would seem 
futile to play the Rook to the corner, but on 
consideration it will be seen that to be of 
use there is no other square for it, as un-
promising as it is.

1. Rh1
1. ... Sg4   2. h×g4, h×g4   3. Sg6†
1. ... Sf1   2. Sf5, Sg3   3. S×h6
1. ... S×f3   2. S×f3, h4   3. Se5

The composition now before us is a 
remarkable “block” four-mover; it has not this appearance, as the Black 
Bishop at h1 seems so inconsequential. What do we find? The White 
King moves to d1 (not d2, which looks more tempting and stronger) 
which is followed by an enigmatical sacrifice of the Rook in reply to the 
listless defence of 1 ... Bg2, and after its acceptance a brilliant yielding 
of the Queen (2. Qb4) finishing on its capture by an unexpected model 
mate by the Bishop. With such a grand “leader” one would be rather 
exacting to ask for more play of equal quality. The other variations pale 
before such a fine line of play. As an illustration of clever thematic play 
this problem stands out as a work of great merit.

W. A. ShinkmancuuuuuuuuC
{bDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WDW$WGWD}
{DpDWDW4W}
{W)WDRDP0}
{DWDWIWir}
vllllllllVMate in four

W. J. WoodcuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWgri}
{DWDW0W4p}
{WDWDKDW0}
{DWDWDWDp}
{WDWDWDWH}
{DWDWDPDP}
{WDWDWDWh}
{GRDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four
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1. Kd1
1. ... Bg2   2. Re3, K×e3   3. Qb4
 2. ... K×c4   3. Re4†
1. ... R moves   2. Rd3†, K×c4   3. Qb6/Qb7
1. ... Se6   2. d×e6, Bf6   3. Qa8/Qb7
 2. ... Others   3. Qd8†
1. ... a5   2. Qb5, Se5   3. Re3
 2. ... Sf4   3. g×f4/B×f4

This four-mover by J. G. Campbell towers above all English four-
movers of the early Transition period. It looks as heavy as it is profound, 
still it has beauty in its subtleness. The leading idea is very fine, and 
some of the variations, though somewhat like platitude, interspersed 
in flowery rhetoric, are difficult to fully comprehend and demand close 
examination.

1. Sh1
1. ... Rb3   2. Qf1, R×f1   3. Sf2
 2. ... Qe7   3. Q×f7
 2. ... Qf6   3. Q×
 2. ... Rbf3   3. Q×g1
 2. ... Bf2   3. Q×f2
1. ... Rf5   2. R6c7†, K×d6   3. Rb7
1. ... Qe7   2. d×e7, K×e7   3. d6†
1. ... Rf3    2. Q×f3
1. ... Bb6   2. a×b6
1. ... Be3   2. Q×e3

The positions so far brought on the scene may be viewed by the 
modern devotee as having a musty flavour. They are, however, works 
which it would be disrespectful to stigmatise by harsh criticism, since it 
should be remembered that without pioneers and the incentives which 
they must have given, excepting W. J. Wood’s which is a composition 
of recent date, the present high quality of work could not have been 
achieved—at all events not in so comparatively a short time.

J. BergercuuuuuuuuC
{W!WDWDWg}
{DWGWDWhW}
{pDWDWDn4}
{DW0PDWDW}
{pDPiWDpD}
{)p$WDp)W}
{W)WDWHW)}
{DWIWDWDb}
vllllllllVMate in four

J. G. CampbellcuuuuuuuuC
{WDRDWDWD}
{DWDkDr0K}
{WDR)NDp0}
{)pDP0WDW}
{PDWDPDW1}
{hWDQDWHW}
{BDPDWDWD}
{hrDWDWgW}
vllllllllVMate in four
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The next illustrations are of the modern school, displaying ideas in 
combination with refined construction.

The first of these is by Dr C. Planck, delicately manipulating play 
with minor pieces. Actual chess strategy is not claimed here, but the 

nicety with which the White force is used 
to hold the Black King in hand is beautiful 
and remarkable, indeed there is quite a fairy 
touch about the whole composition.

1. g6
1. ... Ke4   2. Bc2†, Kd5   3. Se3+
 2. ... Kf4   3. Bh6†
1. ... Kc4   2. Sb6†, Kd3   3. Bd6
 2. ... Kb5   3. b4

Another choice’piece of work in which 
the White Queen is absent, is seen in M. Havel’s four-mover. Though 
the key-move strengthens White’s command of the White diagonal, 

it is an excellent one, since it offers Black 
a flight square. In working out the solu-
tion one must be struck by the economy 
shown from start to finish when three un-
usual model mates (tantamount to echoes) 
are developed.

1. Sd6
1. ... Ke5   2. Sc4†, Kf4   3. R×d7
1. ... c5   2. Sh5†, Ke5   3. Rg4
1. ... S moves   2. S(×)e2†, Ke5   3. R×S

The four-mover by G. Chocholous is a little fragile in appearance, 
but the play inducing three self-blocks in the theme lines is surprising. 
It is at first sight hardly credible that the Rook on playing to e2 forms 
a block, the square being so distant from the Black King—Kt x P and P 
x P lead to interesting finales, quite consonant with the Rook defence. 
The key is a good one though easy, for the reason that Black falls an im-
mediate victim on the movement of the King and the fact that a short 
mate is threatened. The all-checking continuations are not subtle and 

Dr. C. PlanckcuuuuuuuuC
{WIWDWGWD}
{DWDNDWDW}
{WDWDWDWD}
{)WDWDN)W}
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDkDWDW}
{W)W0WDPD}
{DWDBDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four

M. HavelcuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDpDN0W}
{WDpDWDRD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WDWDWiWD}
{DWDRDWHW}
{WDWDWDW0}
{DWDWDWhK}
vllllllllVMate in four
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the position relies upon the daintiness of 
the construction and the strategical blocks 
for its beauty.

1. Sf6
1. ... Re2   2. Qd5†, Kf4   3. Sgh5†
 2. ... K×f6   3. Qd6†  [ 3. Q×g5# ]
1. ... S×b5   2. Qe4†, Kd6   3. Sge8†
1. ... g×h4   2. Sd7†, Kf4   3. Se6†
Threat:   2. Qe3†
[ but 1. ... Sc5! Sd2! ]

This is one of the foremost gems of echoed mates woven in the four-
mover. The mate echoed is as remarkable as it is artistic. One cannot 
imagine such a mating position occurring in play over the board. This 
helps to support the contention that all the beauties of chess are not 
the special estate of the game and that the problem discloses many aes-
thetic qualities which could never be revealed in contentious chess.

The key in Cimburek’s 4-er cuts off a “flight square” and this is un-
fortunate. This restrictive key was forced on the composer in order that 
his fine conception could be presented in a sound form. The strategy 
is of small account, but the play with six second move continuations 

is interesting and difficult, culminating in 
quaint and surprising mates.

1. Qg3
1. ... K×f5   2. Qg5†, Ke4   3. Bd5†
1. ... Kd4   2. Q×d3†, Kc5   3. B×d6†
1. ... Sg6   2. Qe3†, K×3. Be6†
1. ... S else   2. B(×)e6   short mate
1. ... d5   2. B×d3†   short mate
Threat:   2. Be3, K×3. Qf4†

The next position is a fine combination, 
full of incident and elegant mates. The keymove is restrictive but is 
condoned by the cheerful play which is in some cases rather subtle. 
The five second moves made by the Queen are quite interesting and it 
is a noticeable fact that the principal mates (models) are given by the 
Knight and Bishop only.

G. ChocholouscuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDKD}
{hWDWDWHW}
{WDWDWDWD}
{DPDWiW0N}
{WDWDWDW)}
{DnDQDWDW}
{W4WDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four

L. CimburekcuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWhWD}
{IWDWDWDp}
{WDW0WDW)}
{DWDWDPDW}
{WDBDkGW!}
{Dp0pDWDW}
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four
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1  Rd6
Threat:   2. R×d4†, e×d4   3. Qe7†
1. ... Qb8   2. Qb3, Q×d6   3. Sc5†
1. ... Rc5   2. Q×d4†, e×d4   3. Re6†
1. ... Sc2   2. Qb1, ~   3, Qh1†
1. ... Rb5   2. Qc3, d×c3 &c   3. Sc5†
 2. ... Kf5   3. Qc8†
1. ... Ra4/threat   2. Qe1, ~   3. Qh1

Here in M. Feigl’s we have a remarkable triple echo. Like Cimburek’s 
4-er, this problem has been composed specially for mating effects. It is 
true they are not exact counterparts, but the strategical denouements 
are sufficiently similar. It will be observed the Black King is in each of the 
three “star” variations mated on a White square and the charm of cha-
meleon models is not present such as was seen in Cimburek’s. Feigl’s 

has a most excellent key; there is bright play 
and the terminals are graceful, an achieve-
ment of no mean value.

1. Se5
1. ... Se7   2. Qd1, Bb8   3. Bd3†
1. ... B×d5   2. Qf1, Sc2   3. Bf3†
1. ... c2   2. Qb4†, K×3. Bc4†

In this gem by G. Heathcote the key-move looks as though the King 
is anxious to get well into the picture. It really is more of a supporting 
move than an aggressive one. Black has four defences to a carefully 
prepared threat, viz., 2. Sca3 and each of these brings into the lime-
light beautiful play and sweet mates, there being as many as six models 
given by Q, B and S. Skill and ingenuity are in unison with the result 
that a master-piece has been staged.

J. PospisilcuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{1pDWDW0b}
{W0WDRDWD}
{4WDW0W)P}
{W!W0kDp)}
{hWDN0WIW}
{PDWDBDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four

M. FeiglcuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDnD}
{gWDWDb0W}
{p0WGW)PD}
{DWDPDWDW}
{WDWDkDW)}
{DW0W0NDW}
{WDWDBDWI}
{hWDW!WDW}
vllllllllVMate in four
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1. Kf7
Threat:   2. Sca3, Kc6   3. Qc8†
1. ... f2   2. Scd4, B×d4   3. Qf3†
1. ... Sd3   2. Qe4†, K×e4   3. S×c3†
1. ... Kc6   2. Qc8†, K×b6   3. Bc5†
 2. ... K×b5   3. Sca3†
 2. ... Kd5   3. S×c3†
1. ... h3   2. S×c3†, K×d6   3. Qg3†
 2. ... Kc6   3. Qc8†

The merit of V. Marin’s problem will be found, not so much in the 
key-move as in the replies to the defences which stand out so promi-
nently—especially the two strategical “turns” after 1. ... Sf7 and the ad-
vance moves of the Queen’s Pawns, 1. Qd5 is not a recondite key-move, 
because it will occur to the solver that Black’s 1. ... Sf3† is not satisfac-
torily met by e×f3. However, the apparent weakness of the key-move 
is made good by White’s extraordinary second moves: 2. Qh1 after Sf7 
and the three Rook placings when the Queen side Pawns come down. 
In each of these cases, the chief mates by Pawn and Rook are excellent, 
being entirely of a different character.

1. Qd5
1. ... Sf7   2. Qh1, Sf~ &c.   3. Rg3†
 2. ... Sf3†   3. Q×f3
1. ... b5   2. Rc3,
1. ... c4   2. Rb3,
1. ... d3   2. R×d3, 
 2. ... d×c3 &c   3. Se4†
 2. ... Sf3†   3. Q×f3
1. ... Sg6   2. Se6†, Kh5   3. S×g7†

This four-mover by J. Salminger deserves close attention; it is replete 
with excellent features. One cannot say that even to an expert the so-
lution is easy. The key-move, giving up the White Pawn to the King is 

G. HeathcotecuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDKD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{W)WGW)W0}
{0NDkDW0r}
{pDWDWDQ0}
{DWgWDpDW}
{WhNDWDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four

V. MarincuuuuuuuuC
{WDW!WDWh}
{DWDWDW0p}
{W0WDW0Wg}
{DW0WDpiW}
{WDW0WHW0}
{DWDWDWDR}
{WDWDPHW)}
{DWGWhWIW}
vllllllllVMate in four

} 2. ... h3   3. Q×f5†
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decidedly a problematical one and the solver meets with a lateral model 
mate after 1. ... c×b6 and long shot diagonal model mates with Queen 
at b1 and h7 dexterously introduced. The quiet play is exceedingly in-
teresting and the variety appreciable. There is a dual after 1. ... c5/c6 
by 2. Sf3 or Sc6†, but it must not be taken seriously in such a splendid 
presentment.

1. Qb5
1. ... c×b6   2. Sf5, c3   3. Qd3
 2. ... K×e4   3. Qb1†
 2. ... Others   3. f4†
1. ... Ba6   2. Qd7, B×b6/Bc8   3. Sf3†
 2. ... K×e4    3. Q×e6†
1. ... K×e4   2. Sf3, d4   3. Sd2†
 2. ... c3/K~   3. Qb1†
1. ... Kd6   2. Qc5†, Kd7   3. Sf6†
 2. ... Ke5   3. f3
1. ... B×b6   2. Sc6†, Kd6    3. e5†

Alain C. White wrote of this problem by J. Dobrusky in Tasks and 
Echoes, published in 1915:

“If every experienced problemist were to make a list of the world’s six  
best chess problems, there is  no question that many of the problems 
on the list would be different, but probably Dobrusky’s would figure  in 

.the selection of every one who  had  personally solved it.”
With just the very trite exception that the key-move is of the give and 

take type, all students of problems cannot but be profoundly impressed 

J. SalmingercuuuuuuuuC
{WDbDWDWD}
{gW0WDWDW}
{WGWDpDWD}
{0WDpiWDN}
{WDpHPDWD}
{DWDWDWDW}
{WDWDW)PD}
{DQDWIWDW}
vllllllllVMate in four

J. DobruskycuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDW0W}
{WDWDpDPD}
{DWDkDWDW}
{PhRGWDWD}
{DQDWDWDW}
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDKDW}
vllllllllVMate in four

1. Bb6
1. ... Sc2   2. Qb5†, Kd6   3. Bc5†
1. ... Sa6   2. Qd3†, Ke5   3. Bd4†
1. ... e5   2. Rc8†, Kd6   3. Bc5†
 2. ... Ke4   3. Rf8
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by the greatness, beauty and elegance of this apparently simple position. 
It must have been an inspiration cleverly shaped into accurate form, 
almost without a blemish. The two main lines bring about unexpected 
finales and the mate with Queen at h3 is astonishing.

P. F. Blake’s problem has diversified features; brilliant play and per-
fect mating positions in the bold leading lines. There are six full length 
variations, all brimful of interest. 1. Qa1 as key-move may strike a solver 
as being a necessity to prevent the Pawn Queening, but beyond this 
small sentimental objection it is a capital one as the threat continua-
tion is not on the surface. A work with a blend of many charms.

1. Qa1
threat/Sf6   2. Q×a2, b5   3. Qb1
 2. ... Sd4   3. Sc3†
 2. ... Be1   3. Rb4†
1. ... R×e3   2. Qd4†, e×d4   3. Rc5†
1. ... K×c4   2. Qc3†, Kd5   3. B×b7†
 2. ... Kb5   3. Qb3+
1. ... e6   2. B×b7+, K×c4   3. Qc3+
1. ... f×2. Qb2, K×c4   3. Be6+
1. ... Sg4   2. Sc3, Sf2   3. Qb3
 2. ... Sf6   3. S×f6+
 2. ... R×e3   3. Rc5+
 2. ... a1Q   3. Qd3+

In studying this position by G. Heathcote one must experience in-
tense pleasure. With the principal force of White Queen, Rook and two 
Knights, a volume of thoughtful and captivating play is evolved. There 
are six distinct separate second moves of White resulting in as many 
model mates. The solution contains quiet as well as brilliant move-
ments with quite a good key-move to develop them. The Queen visits 
fourteen squares, whilst there is considerable activity on the part of 
the other pieces. Though unaffected in appearance, some portions of 
the solution are puzzling and Difficulty is no small concern. In a case 
like this, duals and minor inaccuracies are often abundant, but in this 
great four-mover such blemishes as these are of a negligible quantity. 
For artistic completeness, sparkle and subtlety this work is one of the 
finest of its class ever composed.

P. F. BlakecuuuuuuuuC
{WDBDWDKD}
{DpDW0W)p}
{WDWDWDn4}
{0WDk0WDW}
{WDRDN0Wg}
{DWDW)WDr}
{pDWDWDPh}
{DWDWDW!W}
vllllllllVMate in four
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The chess problems we have reviewed—well described as chess po-
ems—possess conspicuously agreeable features, and if the discovery 
of the meaning of a four-mover be a great accomplishment, one can 
imagine the delight of the author of the problem.

A fine problem of this length is not soon forgotten; it takes more 
time to master than a two- or three-mover, and greater exercise of the 
mental faculties to construct, leaving in each case pleasant and lasting 
memories of a fait accompli.

As before stated, the best way to realise the depth as well as the beau-
ties of the four-mover, without testing one’s patience too much, is to 
work out the transcribed solution with deliberation. This process will 
stimulate the student to emulate those composers and solvers, who by 
their achievements have established themselves as experts.

The thoughtful study of positions given in this paper, supplemented 
by a careful scrutiny of others (many of equal merit to those we have 
examined) will awaken an interest in the subject, which to many is er-
roneously regarded as too deep for the ordinary problem devotee, and 
help to make one of the most illuminating off-shoots of the problem art 
irresistibly popular, that is the four-move chess poem.

G. HeathcotecuuuuuuuuC
{WDWDWDWD}
{DWDWDR0p}
{WhnDWDWD}
{DpDkDWDW}
{W0WDWDP)}
{HWDNDPDW}
{P!WDWDWD}
{IWDWDWDW}
vllllllllV#4

1. Rc7
threat   2. Qe5†, S×e5   3. Sf4†
1. ... Kd6   2. S×b5†, Kd5   3. Qe5†
1. ... b3   2. S×b5, P~/Sa~   3. Rd7†
1. ... b×a3   2. Qc3, Sc4    3. Rd7†
 2. ... Sd4   3. Qc5†
 2. ... others   3. Q×c6†
1. ... Ke6   2. Q×g7, b×a3   3. R×c6†
 2. ... Se7/Sd7   3. Q×S†
1. ... Sd4   2. S×b5, S×f3   3. Qe2
 2. ... Ke6/Sb~   3. Sf4†
 2. ... g5   3. Q×d4†
 2. ... Sb3†/Sc2†   3. Q×S
1. ... g5   2. Qf6, b×a3 &c.   3. R×c6
 2. ... Sc~   3. Rd7†
1. ... Sc4   2. Rd7†, Sd6   3. Qb3†
1. ... Sc8   2. Qb3 (short mate)
1. ... Sd7   2. R×d7† (short mate)




